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Dear Editor,
The grief reaction developing after the death of a
beloved one contains elements of separation as well as
of stress; in addition to intense sorrow and longing, it
is characterized by mental occupation with the
deceased. It is said that with time the intensity
decreases, while the person accepts the certainty of the
loss and its results and leaves its place to hopes and
plans directed towards the future (1).
A presentation where signs of grief are particularly
severe, of a longer duration than expected according to
social values, and lead to a breakdown of functionality
is known as “Complicated Grief (CG)”. The process of
grief can be affected by the modality of death and its
consequences, the quality of the relation with the lost
person, and personal factors. Similar to acute grief, CG
counts chronic, intense feelings of sadness and longing
among its main sensations. These feelings can be
accompanied by inability to accept death, ruminations
about the deceased and death, behaviors avoiding
objects reminiscent of the loss, and feelings of
numbness and alienation (1,2).
As is known, in DSM-IV “Grief” is presented with

an emphasis on a differential diagnosis against major
depressive episode (3). As a result of researchers’ efforts
to demonstrate the specific symptom pattern, risk
factors, clinical characteristics, and course and
outcomes of CG, showing its categorical difference
from post-traumatic stress disorder, major depressive
disorder, and adjustment disorder (4,5), in DSM-5 CG
was placed in the section “Conditions for further study”
as “Persistent complex bereavement disorder” (6).
With a prevalence of 3.7% in the general population,
CG is a common disorder. Female sex, low income
level, advanced age, death of a child or spouse, and
death from cancer have been described as risk factors
(7). CG is associated with psychiatric symptoms such
as sleeping disorder, psychoactive substance abuse,
and suicidal ideation, as well as diseases like anomalies
of the immune system, hemodynamic alterations,
increase of cardiovascular diseases, and cancer risk (8).
Studies have pointed out the importance for
clinicians diagnosing CG to ask straightforward
questions sensitively and empathetically (1). In
addition, to facilitate assessment, the usefulness of the
“Brief Grief Questionnaire” (9) and the “Inventory of
Complicated Grief” (10) has been indicated.
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In the treatment of CG, psychotherapy is used in
the first place. Which psychotherapeutic approach is
applicable to the bereaved, irrespective of the method,
depends on differences and choices relative to the
individual person and the relation with the deceased. In
the literature, we find studies using Cognitive Behavior
Therapy (CBT) (11,12) and Interpersonal Relation
Therapy (IRT) (13). Based on attachment theory, Shear
et al. (1,2,14) suggested the method of “Complicated
grief treatment” (CGT), composed of IRT, CBT, and
motivational interviewing techniques, as a short-term
approach (a total of 16 sessions once per week) to
address the depressive (sorrow, feelings of guilt, social
withdrawal) and traumatic signs (intrusive thoughts
and images, avoidance behavior) seen in CG. Core
elements of this method include discussing loss, grief,
adaptation and complications, self-observation and

examination, bonding with others, formulating
aspirational goals, and confronting evaded situations,
recounting the story of death, reviewing positive and
negative memories of the deceased, and entering into
an imaginary conversation with the dead person in
order to be able to accept death and confront pain (1).
Some studies show that CGT is more effective than
other therapeutic methods. In one study comparing
CGT with IRT, the response rate was 51.0% compared
to 28.0% (2), in another study 70.5% compared to
32.0% (14).
We want to alert our readers to a condition that has
been shown to be frequently missed by clinicians (9).
We also believe that the psychotherapy of grief, a
universal and inevitable reality, is a challenging and
consuming journey for the therapist, for which CGT as
a structured roadmap will be beneficial.
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